Writing Standard – How it works in PowerSchool
Normally a “writing standard” is associated to either a Writing or an overall England Language Art course. As
you can see below left – ELA has two writing standards and right – Math doesn’t have any reference to Writing.
So if a teacher wanted to tie a writing standard to a Math assignment s/he couldn’t as it wasn’t associated to
his/her Math class

Some Google searches for the concept of “Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC)” has its origins in the late
1800’s. What are your options and constraints if you wanted to use that standard in multiple core academic
subject – let’s look at (1) a single shared standard across multiple subject areas and (2) the creation of content
specific writing.
1. Below you can see a single writing standard ELA.3.1 which is associated to all 4 Primary Core Courses. When
a teacher creates an assignment in any of the core subjects this writing standard along with all the other
content specific will be available to be used.

Here are the constraints of a writing standard shared to multiple courses. 1- Teachers will see this ELA.3.1
standard in ELA, MA, SCI, and SS and be able to assess it. Most likely the teacher of ELA will associate it to more
assignments than the other 3 subjects. PowerTeacherPro (PTP) will notice that ELA.3.1 has been scored
multiple times by either multiple teachers or up to 3 times in Math, Science and Social Studies. PTP will
“AVERAGE” the scores per subject area first and then all 4 subjects.

Can you accept the Writing scores in SCI/SS and MA lowering the Final ELA.3.1 score?
Can you accept not having a Writing standard in SCI/SS and MA?
Or is there another option?

2. In the case where you want to track writing “separately by content area” 4 writing standards will have to be
created as shown below. Since ELA.3.1, MA.3.1, SS.3.1 and SCI.3.1 are all different standards (although the text
might be the same) PTP treats their scores as different and doesn’t average them as they did above. Parents and
students can see content specific writing grades and the report cards can display them as different writing
standards as well.

Here is the advantage of creating unique writing standards per core subject area. 1- Teachers will see a specific
writing standard in each of the core subjects ELA.3.1, MA.3.1, SS.3.1 and SCI.3.1. PTP will not average these 4
standards only average the number of scores in any one subject area that used this standard more than once in
a given term. In the case below only ELA used it more than once. The report card can display each of these
standards (ELA.3.1, MA.3.1, SS.3.1 and SCI.3.1)

